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Smilin’ & Drivin’ From Ft. Collins
By Michael Playle

OTR’s October 11 drive resulted
from the discussion of next year's
ride dates during the October MOTR
meeting. The talk of "Smile & Dial" drives
prompted thoughts of a ride that didn’t
require waiting for next year. Because the
weather forecast for the following weekend
was cool and sunny and there had been no
northern Colorado drive in 2003, Michael
Playle volunteered to lead one. He sent out an
e-mail invitation as soon as he got home from
the meeting, summoning MOTRheads to
gather on Saturday at the club’s traditional
Fort Collins rendezvous site—the Safeway on
Harmony Road.
Turnout for the drive was expected to be
low at best because of the short notice and
the fact that several regular drive diehards
were planning to be out of town. Even so, the
four-car turnout was respectable: Michael
Playle in his '02 MINI, Darren Haines in his
green classic Saloon, Dennis Johnson in his
purple classic Saloon, and Steve Noland (also
from Fort Collins) in his classic Clubman
Woody Estate (formerly owned by Michael).
Darren and Dennis were the first to
arrive because Michael was delayed by an
early morning errand. But he knew Darren
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The usual suspects in Rist Canyon
and Dennis were already in town because
while he was on his errand, a bystander
walked up to him and asked if a rally was
taking place. The bystander had seen Darren
and Dennis driving down Harmony Road
together. Michael and Steve joined the others
at the same time—about 9:15.
The foursome munched sweet-rolls while
waiting to see if anyone else would show up.
Once the designated start time arrived, the
four intrepid drivers jumped into their cars
and paraded through the middle of Fort
Collins toward Poudre Canyon. The high
spirits of the drivers were matched by the
smiles of onlookers who stopped to gawk at
the mini Mini parade.
Everything was going well as the Minis
headed into Poudre Canyon. But when the
cars reached the first concentrated batch of

A Mini break at the Poudre River

twisty bits in the lower reach of the canyon,
Darren signaled for a stop. His car had begun
to stall on each left-hand corner. After some
discussion, the foursome came up with a
tentative diagnosis: Darren’s carburetor was
starving for fuel on those turns. Thus began
some trial-and-error adjustments to the floats
in his carb. Darren deserves accolades for his
perseverance in keeping the drive going while
figuring out what was wrong with his car.
After several short "fix and try" runs, the
group made an extended stop at one of the
many picnic areas in the canyon. This
specific picnic area was chosen because it
had a left-hand roundabout that Darren could
use to verify the diagnosis. The problem
turned out to be a combination of the floats
and a loose wire on the coil.
With everything back in order, the
drivers were again in good spirits, and the
ride continued up Poudre Canyon to Rustic
for a delayed lunch. The lunchtime discussion
focused on Minis and maintaining them.
Because the early part of the drive had run
late, the group decided to head back down the
canyon and drive up to Stove Prairie and
down Rist Canyon rather than continue up to
Cameron Pass.
The ride back down to Stove Prairie
Landing went smoothly except for one big
pickup whose driver was slow in getting the
message to let the little band of Minis pass.
At Stove Prairie Landing, the group turned
onto the side road to Stove Prairie. This
portion was the roughest of the drive.
Although the road is paved, it could use some
serious attention. It had been patched since
the winter, but was rough and gravely, so the
pace of the drive was kept slow to avoid
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MOTR Meeting
he October business
meeting of Minis Of
The Rockies (MOTR) was
short and jam-packed. The
social meeting was already
roaring at 7:00 pm when
president Kenn Lively arrived
to set up for the meeting. Ken
Friend from the Vancouver
Mini Club (VMC) was smiling
from one of the tables, a
pleasant surprise. Ken’s work
brings him to Denver several times a year,
but this was the first time the trip coincided
with a MOTR meeting. Ken was the
winner of the Eric Lindquist award at
Minis in the Mountains (MitM)—a
MOTR-hosted east-meets-west meet in
1999—and has just finished helping his
club host Mini Meet West 2003 in
Victoria, British Columbia.
Several members put their heads
together for a new table arrangement to
allow most members to be seated in the
same room, then implemented it with
alacrity–well before the business meeting
was gaveled to order at 7:45. By show of
hands, the majority of snail-mail recipients
received their MOTR News prior to the
meeting (some just prior).
The treasurer reported that MOTR
garnered close to $200 at the British Car
Conclave from memberships and
memorabilia. Both the license plate surrounds
and the new MOTR stickers were popular
and are both featured in the sidebar
of goodies for sale. Place your
orders quickly for the license plate
surrounds, there are only a few
left.
The t-shirts should be ready by
the next meeting. Kenn has taken
over point from Paul Herrmann,
because Paul is now the sole owner
of his business and his free time
has been reduced to smaller than a
muon. There is still no estimate
about t-shirt costs, and guesses
abound. Pricing maybe even the t-
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throwing gravel. At Stove Prairie, the
foursome made a brief photo stop, and
Darren commented that he was glad he had
found and fixed his Mini’s problems earlier
before they reached all the tight twisties.
The roads from Stove Prairie to
Masonville and down Rist Canyon had both
been freshly repaved so the going there was
much better. The road down Rist Canyon first
went up a steep hill, where everyone got a
quick lesson in the advantages of torque and
horsepower. Michael's MINI climbed the hill
straight and easy, the 1275's in Darren's and
Steve's cars were a little pressed to keep up,
but Dennis' poor little 998 struggled and fell
back a bit. At the top of the hill, the group
pulled over to make sure Dennis caught up.
Though his little 998 had to take the hill
slower, he came up steadily and the wait was
short. Then the group was off down the fun
twisties back to Fort Collins. All in all, a
beautiful day and a beautiful drive.
************************
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M.O.T.R. Meeting

Tuesday, November 4,
7:30 P.M.
Pints Pub
221 West 13th Ave
The meeting is upstairs. Members
arrive around 7:00 and the business
meeting starts around 8:00. The 50/50
raffle is the last order of business.
There will be t-shirts to order or
purchase at this meeting so bring your
checkbooks.

shirts themselves will be available at the next
meeting (fingers are crossed).
Kenn read aloud an article concerning a
local Mini website that has been forced to
take “Mini” out of it’s name by BMW. After
much negotiation the website agreed to be
renamed www.NorthAmericanMotoring.com.
MOTR members agreed the bullying of
websites and businesses and forcing them to
remove Mini from their names is creating ill
will for BMW and causing friction within the
Mini community worldwide. For a company
smart enough to produce the neo Mini,
demonstrating such marketing stupidity is
mind-boggling–BMW should get a clue. Paul
wondered aloud if BMW is going to
prosecute him for having a license plate that
reads “MINI.”
Someone mentioned that the club should
reprint some of the napkin-drawings t-shirts,
which was greeted by groans. The napkin-
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drawings t-shirts have actually been popular
with members and at Mini Meets; the long
delays in getting the current t-shirts prompted
the groans. The napkin-drawings t-shirts are
great conversation starters (as if the Mini
weren’t enough) and will probably be done
after the new ones are paid for, of course.
Speaking of older things, Kenn reminded
everyone that the 2003 MOTR calendar runs
through March of 2004 and sells for the
bargain price of $5–get’ m quick as there are
only 5 left.
A discussion of the rides for 2004 took
up most of the rest of the meeting. Kenn
brought out a 2004 calendar and warned the
members that Rocky Mountain Vintage
Racing (RMVR) has yet to publish it’s
schedule–ditto for Nostalgia Racing. Wayne
Siebrecht and Dick Shearer put in their two

Editor and Writer Wanted
MOTR News is looking for a new
editor and writer. The current editor has
been doing the job for the last 10 years and
has finally cried “hold enough.” He will be
stepping down after the November edition is
published (no newsletter in December)
The new editor should be ready to take
over in 2004 and it would probably be
helpful if the new person walked through
the entire process during the writing and
fulfillment of the November issue.
Step up and be counted—or at least be
read—it’s a great experience.
Call Kenn Lively 303-758-8846

cents about how the schedules for the racing
clubs are usually structured and during which
months, and the club started choosing dates.
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The January “Snowball” tour will
be adMinistered by Armando Martinez
M.O.T.R. On
on either January 17 or 18. The
adMinistrator gets to choose, and the
day will be announced at the meeting
prior to the ride (January 6, 2004). Bill
Frakes volunteered for the February
ride on the 15th, purposely missing
Valentine’s day. Snow days are always
an option, however, through the winter
Date
AdMinistrator
months.
Kenn accepted the first-day-ofDecember 6
Christmas party
spring ride on March 20, and Ryan
January 17-18 Armando Martinez
Hoffmeyer leads the Poudre Valley or
February 15
Bill Frakes
Fort Collins ride either April 17 or 18
March 20
Kenn Lively
(announced at the April 7 meeting).
April 17-18
Ryan Hoffmeyer
Tom Braum chose the May ride (22 or
May 22-23
Tom Braum
23) for the first ride to be led by a
June 12-13
Steve Read
denizen of the new city of Centennial.
July 13
Barbeque at Paul’s
Several times during the
August
28-29
Nostalgia at
choosing of the dates, Steve Read’s
Breckenridge
name came up. Many members (pun
September
18-19
Conclave
intended) wanted to volunteer him
October
31
Halloween Tour
for an adMinistrator position, but
early on Kenn warned that Steve
would not accept an assignment if
there was even the slightest chance
of snow–it’s snowed the last three
rides he has led. Statistically, June has not Stout, MOTR’s ex-president, to lead another
received any snowfall since 1974, when cemetery tour for October, because
the snowfall amount was so tiny as to be Halloween will be on Sunday. The last
called a trace, and the only measurable cemetery tour he led was fun and
snowfall in June was in 1951 with .3 of an enlightening (though not spooky).
November was nixed, and in December
inch for the whole month! Steve should be
the MOTR Christmas party will be on the
safe with a ride on June 12 or 13.
In July the barbeque at Paul’s will be first Saturday following the first Tuesday of
held on the 13th and Paul has some ideas the month (huh?)–the Saturday following
for something new (but wouldn’t say what would have been the meeting date.
After everything had settled down from
anything more). This could possibly be
followed by a dyno-tour at Dean’s–Kenn the choosing of the rides, Kenn pounded the
will call and ask him about it (that would gavel for attention and announced his
intention to retire as the MOTR News editor.
be around July 17).
August is the usual month of the He has been writing the newsletter since the
Breckenridge event by Nostalgia Racing, inception of the club in 1993 and thinks it’s
and the members agreed to hold the ride time someone else had the opportunity and
on the 28 or 29 (maybe both) to coincide enjoyment of producing it. He promised to do
with the event. September 18 and 19 is the the October and November newsletters, but
Colorado British Car Conclave and the “Ride then he’s out to pasture. In January, 2004
the Rockies” tour will be MOTR’s ride as there will be a new editor or there will be no
well. It was suggested that the club call Peter newsletter.
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Armando volunteered to do the
newsletter fulfillment (folding, addressing,
stamping and mailing), but doesn’t want to
do the writing. No one else volunteered, and
several people tried talking Kenn into
continuing, but he is adamant. He will
continue in his job as president and
treasurer, but feels spread way too thin
doing the newsletter as well.
The last order of business was a
suggestion to our representative on the
Conclave committee: a single sign saying
MINI for the conclave, not two (BMW
MINI and Mini) like this year. The voting
would still be divided into neo Mini and
classic Mini, but there would only be one
area and one sign.
While the suggestions were being
fielded by Bill Frakes (our rep), Kenn sold
tickets for the raffle, which Paul Herrmann
won. The business meeting was pounded to
a close and the evening festivities continued.
***********************

License plate surround – $8

10-year vinyl stickers – $2
MOTR membership - $25
T-shirts will be on sale in November
Call your orders in to Kenn Lively
303-758-8846
or buy them at the next MOTR meeting
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A huge gathering of classic Mini and new MINI owners
Las Vegas, NV February 6th-8th, 2004
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Minis for Sale across the USA
1975 Austin 1000 - Good solid, r/h/d classic red Mini with union jack roof. 998 motor equipped with, 1 1/2" HIF carb, 10" Star mag alloys,
overhauled drum brakes all round, and a center exit Peco exhaust system. Wide 165/60/10 tires, spotlamps on front with white stripes on
bonnet, makes it look real nice. Interior is original and in good shape and it has a center dash. Great sunroof to pop open for cruising. There
is no rust anywhere and its in great shape all round. Lots of chrome added, cooper badges, stripes, etc to make it a cooper lookalike. Runs
great and has been well kept. Has everyone looking when out on the road. E-mail me for pics.
$ 6,900
GA
G. Allen
770-335-1371
garyah63@msn.com
28-Oct-03
1973 Austin Cooper S 1380 - It’s a yellow and black Britax Cooper S replica titled as a 1973 Morris Mini. 1380 engine dyno’d at around
90hp and 90 torque. Straight cut gear box, 13 in wheels, disc brakes, electronic ignition, adjustable suspension, de-bumpered, tinted
windows, matching interior, nothing is stock on this car. Has rust in the usual spots (bubbles in the paint), bottom of the doors, around the
headlight etc, a few chips in the paint here and there. No rust through. Should just be able to sand it down and repaint. Feel free to ask
questions or I can send pics if you need them.
$ 7,000
OR
Dan
503-975-8728
moovinfast@hotmail.com
27-Oct-03
1971 Mini 1275 Turbo - Selling for a friend. This is a genuine 1971 (not a reshell) Morris Mini with a 1275 MG Metro Turbo engine! Disc
brakes on the front, RC40 exhaust, sunroof, 4-core radiator, 12" Minilite-style wheels, oil cooler, etc. The heater's been removed to fit the
turbo, and she needs some welding and brake work, but for the price, she's a heck of a bargain!I should have high resolution pictures
available soon. Call for more details. Teal Blue.
$ 2,400
TX
Jon Benoist
281-543-9082
jbenwah69@hotmail.com
29-Oct-03
1964 Morris Mini 1000 MK1 - Very clean, 4 spd, needs carpet but the sky blue paint is good as is the interior. Has outside hinges and
sliding windows (Mk1).
$ 6,900
CA
Gene
818-767-1020/818-355-2526 arpimold@yahoo.com
26-Oct-03
1973 Austin 1000 - Beautiful little car, the perfect daily driver. Body work and new paint complete (dark plum in color), New exhaust,
rubber, front seat upholstery, carpets and dash. Very straight body everything is in working order. I've been driving this car for the past few
days and it is a very tight together little Mini. No oil leaks, no oil burning, good power, and no odd noises from the suspension, all hydraulics
in top working order. If your looking for a Mini you can just get in and go, this is it. The price is set but will entertain offers close to the
set price. E-mail for pics.
$ 5,500
WA
Gunnar Gordon
206-465-1136
gunnargordon@qwest.net
25-Oct-03
1968 Morris Mini 1100 - Australian Clubman A rare roll up window model with outside hinges, if you ever rode with sliders you know
how bad that can be. runs good needs a little love. painted red with a white top looks good, needs a home. priced to sell or make an offer.
$ 4, 600
PA
E. Stace Leichliter
215-962-9480
nash26@msn.com
21-Oct-03
1975 Mini pick-up - Very nice White Mini RHD pick-up. Mk3 doors, windup windows, deseamed apart from roof gutter, de bumpered,
Origional steel grille. Body in good condition although 7 year old resto. Good black tonneau cover at rear Glass tilt/removable sunroof, 12"
Star-Mag alloy wheels with very good tires. Black interior, new carpet set, wood dash board, 3 clocks + oil & temp gauge, inc tacho. 3 spoke
alloy steering wheel. Many performance parts inc, Power brake servo, 4 pot callipers with disc brakes at front inc braided brake flexi hoses,
mini-fin drums at rear, rose joint tie rods, New RC40 exhaust system, 1275cc Cooper motor, 1 3/4" Carb. Starts, runs , drives and stop's
Very well. All round good usable classic Mini. Everything works on this mini, please email for further info.
$ 6,500
SC
Iain
classiccore@hotmail.com
19-Oct-03
2003 Cooper S Wheels & Tires - Eighteen inch wheels that are Minilite lookalikes with Dunlap runflats. Pics available.
$ 1,200 Cdn
Grant
604-833-4035
grant1492@telus.net

31-Oct-03
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